
Dynamics of Aircraft Loss of Control 
 

Aircraft Loss of Control (LOC) is an acute phenomenon that has far-reaching consequences             
irrespective of the class and type of aircraft. Nonlinear effects, viz., kinematic coupling,             
inertia coupling, nonlinear aerodynamics, etc., govern the dynamics and the aircraft is            
incapable of maintaining an altitude, heading, and subsequently, a wings-level flight. The            
motion will be outside normal operating envelopes and these excursions are seldom due to              
pilot control inputs. The preponderance of nonlinear behavior often results in oscillatory            
behavior and high angular displacements. The flight paths are outside the controllable limits             
and pilot inputs may not be adequate to track it back to acceptable ranges. Multiple causal                
and contributing factors trigger events associated with LOC and triggering of these events             
follows no specific pattern and generally are very complex. This makes LOC events difficult              
to predict even harder to subdue. To ensure safe aircraft operation, the LOC problem has to                
be addressed efficaciously. It is possible to characterize LOC dynamics and investigate            
various factors that trigger the onset of LOC events. A detailed analysis of distinct abnormal               
dynamics evolution and their contributions in driving the aircraft towards LOC have been             
examined through bifurcation and continuation methods. The effect of steady wind on aircraft             
dynamics and the evolution of chaotic dynamics as a precursor to LOC are presented.              
Aircraft LOC under actuator impairment conditions is also probed into. These studies help in              
better understanding the LOC problem and to pose improved preventive/recovery measures,           
thus making aircraft operations more safe and confident. 
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